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Abstract
Logistification means “the subordination of production to the conditions of circulation” in the economy (Jasper Bernes 2013), which process is crucial for the rise of the supply chain capitalism. Initiated by large corporations in the U.S. partially based on military know-how in the 1970s, logistification has largely been a top-down process. Logistification from below, as I observe in Yiwu in southeast China, is related to this global trend yet is different. Goods and people in low-end economic sectors circulate frequently, thanks to localized industrial clusters and multi-level logistical industries that are centered around physical marketplaces. If logistification from above brings about hierarchically organized “chains”, logistification from below creates rhizome-like “channels”, through which small-scale producers and traders participate in the global market. Actively encouraged by the local state, logistification from below generates “logistical power”: the additional governing capacity that the government gains by coordinating private actors’ mobilities and connections. An analysis of logistification from below may help us to envision how the global economy may change in the coming years, and how developing countries can benefit from the changes.
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